We describe a technique for imaging single mRNAs in living cells based on fluorescent protein (FP) complementation. We employ the high affinity interaction between the bacterial phage MS2/PP7 coat proteins and their respective RNA binding motifs as an RNA scaffold to bring two halves of a split-FP together to image single reporter mRNAs without background fluorescence.
Results
We combined MS2 and PP7 (PBS and PCP analogous to the MBS and MCP) to form a fluorescence complementation labeling system. MCP and PCP were fused to the N-or C-fragments of the FP Venus respectively (Fig. A, B ). To increase coexpression efficiency, MCP-VenusN and PCP-VenusC were combined into a polycistronic plasmid using an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) (Fig. B) . The MBS and PBS were fused together, amplified into a tandem array (12xMBS-PBS) and inserted into the 39 untranslated region (39UTR) of the reporter mRNA (Fig. B ). Twelve repeats were employed to facilitate single molecule detection of mRNAs since up to 24 fluorescent proteins can reconstitute on the mRNA. The coat proteins and the reporter mRNA were cotransfected into U2OS cells. The reporter mRNAs could then be imaged with single molecule sensitivity ( 10 . Since it has been well documented that MS2 labeled fluorescent particles are single molecules of mRNA 2, 11 , this demonstrates that the BiFC fluorescent particles are consistent with single mRNAs. If the reporter mRNA contained only the MBS, but lacked an adjacent PBS, the BiFC construct did not yield discrete fluorescence particle ( Fig. H) , as expected.
Discussion
We successfully demonstrated the application of the high affinity MS2 and PP7 systems in labeling mRNA without background. This reagent therefore does not add fluorescent free coat proteins to the system and hence provides a very sensitive means of detecting single mRNAs. This technology will be of great practical value for imaging mRNAs in tissues or in whole animal, where the free coat protein confounds the image by adding an accumulated background through tissue depth.
BiFC approach has a few limitations that need careful handling. First, the fluorescent protein fragments can self-associate at very high concentrations independent of interaction, and consequently contribute to a diffusive background 12 . To eliminate this background, coat proteins must be expressed at a low level. Second, the complemented fluorescent protein formation is irreversible and the reconstituted fluorophore needs time for maturation 12 . Hence this approach is best suited to study long-lived mRNAs and not appropriate to image real time transcription. Nuclear RNA events are not visible because the mRNA is exported before it becomes fluorescent. This may be a useful feature by which to detect mRNAs that are nuclear-sequestered, such as long, non-coding RNAs.
Methods
To construct MBS-PBS hybrid sites, oligonucleotides containing MBS and PBS were digested and self-ligated in the presence of digesting enzymes. The DNA corresponding to 3xMBS-PBS was gel purified and inserted into a pcr4 plasmid backbone (Invitrogen). The plasmid was digested and another 3xMBS-PBS was inserted to generate pcr4-6xMBS-PBS. The same procedure was repeated to generate pcr4-12xMBS-PBS. The construction of plasmids, transfection and microscopy are detailed in the supplementary information.
